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Predictions of how AI will change the

digital marketing strategies of businesses

going forward with SGE, Business

Intelligence, SEO, and AI integration.
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-- Erik Avery, a luminary in the

confluence of digital marketing,

artificial intelligence, and business development, has charted a course that parallels the greatest

innovators in technology and strategy. From his early days founding DIQSEO while attending

college in California, Avery has been at the forefront of transforming the digital marketing

Not everyone will lose their

job to Ai however people

who do not utilize Ai may

lose their jobs to people

who do.”

Digital Marketing meets SEO,

AI, BI and SGE

landscape. DIQSEO began by servicing small to medium-

sized businesses with a suite of offerings, including

website development, digital marketing, SEO, PPC, SMS,

email marketing, content marketing, eCommerce, and

overarching marketing strategies.

Under Avery’s visionary leadership, DIQSEO expanded its

services to include comprehensive go-to-market plans,

integrating sophisticated business development

technologies into the customer lifecycle. These bespoke

solutions, combined with Avery's pioneering marketing techniques, have not only enabled sales

and performance enhancements across client businesses but have also bridged connectivity

between internal departments through innovative technology.

Today, Avery's focus has shifted towards leveraging AI to revolutionize marketing strategies and

business operations. His current work involves providing a competitive edge to global enterprise

MSP corporations through partnerships with Fortune 100 companies, employing a blend of

marketing strategy execution, business development technology integrations, AI automations,

and custom tech stack solutions.

Strategic Growth Through Search Generative Experience (SGE)
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A key component of Avery's innovative

strategy is the emphasis on Search

Generative Experience (SGE), a concept

that redefines how businesses

approach digital marketing. SGE

focuses on creating dynamic, AI-driven

content and user experiences that are

not only personalized but also

anticipate the needs and interests of

users. This approach allows for real-

time adaptation of marketing

strategies, ensuring that businesses

can maintain a competitive edge in an

ever-evolving digital landscape.

DIQSEO's Strategic Move from San

Diego to Austin

In a strategic move, Erik Avery a Digital

Marketing Expert transitioned

DIQSEO's headquarters from San

Diego, California, to Austin, Texas. This

relocation is emblematic of Avery's

foresight, recognizing Austin's

burgeoning status as a tech hub and its

vibrant, innovative ecosystem. The

move has positioned DIQSEO in a

competitive landscape where

technology, creativity, and business

converge, facilitating new partnerships

and opportunities in one of the fastest-

growing technology capitals.

The Transformative Impact of AI on

Digital Marketing

Avery believes that AI will

fundamentally alter the digital

marketing landscape, requiring

businesses to adapt their marketing

practices to stay ahead. AI's capability

to analyze vast datasets and generate insights allows for unprecedented personalization and

targeting accuracy. As AI technologies evolve, marketing strategies will increasingly rely on AI-
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driven analytics to forecast consumer

behavior, optimize campaign

performance, and enhance user

engagement.

Businesses will need to embrace AI to

develop more nuanced understandings

of their audiences, automate content

creation, and refine their marketing

funnels. This shift will not only

streamline operations but also offer a

more tailored experience to customers,

fostering loyalty and driving sales.

Navigating the Future with AI and SGE

To navigate the future successfully,

Avery advocates for the integration of

AI in every facet of digital marketing,

from data analysis to content creation,

leveraging the concept of SGE to

ensure that marketing strategies are

not just reactive but also generative.

Businesses will have to evolve their

practices, incorporating AI to develop

marketing strategies that are both

adaptive and anticipatory.

Erik Avery’s journey with DIQSEO

showcases a relentless pursuit of

innovation, from its foundational

services to its current focus on AI and

SGE. His strategic relocation to Austin,

combined with his foresight into the

transformative power of AI, positions

Avery and DIQSEO at the leading edge

of digital marketing. As the landscape

continues to shift, Avery's vision for

incorporating AI into digital marketing

and his strategic use of SGE

underscore a future where businesses

that adapt and innovate will thrive. Through strategic growth experimentation and the

integration of AI, Erik Avery is not just keeping pace with the digital revolution; he is defining it,



ensuring that businesses can leverage technology to achieve transformative success in the digital

age.

Erik Avery provides a few predictions to showcase how SGE will change the face of digital

marketing and SEO. 

In envisioning the future of digital marketing, Erik Avery has championed the concept of Search

Generative Experience (SGE), a groundbreaking approach that leverages artificial intelligence to

dramatically enhance user interactions and marketing strategies. According to Avery's insights,

SGE will redefine the way businesses engage with their audiences, offering unprecedented levels

of personalization, predictive analysis, and real-time optimization. Here's how Avery predicts SGE

will transform digital marketing, backed by specific examples and strategies:

How AI will change SEO and How SGE will change search engine marketing 

1. Dynamic Content Personalization

Avery's Vision: Recognizing the limitations of static content, Avery envisions eCommerce

platforms where AI analyzes a user's browsing and purchase history in real-time. The system

dynamically alters content, such as product recommendations and marketing messages, to

match individual preferences, resulting in a highly customized shopping experience.

Implementation Strategy: Avery advocates for the deployment of AI-driven tools that

continuously adapt content based on user behavior. This method not only increases

engagement but also significantly boosts conversion rates by ensuring users are always

presented with relevant and compelling options.

2. Predictive Search Enhancements

Avery's Vision: Avery foresees travel booking websites that go beyond traditional search

functionalities. By integrating SGE, these platforms can predict a user's intended destination and

suggest personalized travel packages, leveraging past searches and popular trends to anticipate

the user's desires before they even fully articulate them.

Implementation Strategy: He suggests refining search algorithms with SGE to make them

predictive, guiding users towards options they might not have considered, thereby enriching

their choices and enhancing the overall user experience.

3. Automated Customer Support and Engagement

Avery's Vision: Avery predicts a significant shift in customer support, with SGE-powered chatbots

capable of understanding complex queries and proactively engaging users based on their site

navigation patterns. This approach not only streamlines support but also opens up new avenues

for engagement and sales.

Implementation Strategy: Deploy AI chatbots that offer personalized assistance by analyzing user

behavior and conversation context. Avery believes this will not only improve customer
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satisfaction but also increase loyalty and sales through proactive engagement.

4. Real-time Marketing Campaign Optimization

Avery's Vision: Avery highlights the potential for SGE to revolutionize online advertising

campaigns. By analyzing performance data in real-time, AI can automatically adjust campaigns

for optimal results, reallocating budgets and refining targeting to capitalize on successful

trends.

Implementation Strategy: Utilize AI for dynamic campaign management, ensuring marketing

efforts are always aligned with the most effective strategies based on ongoing data analysis. This

approach guarantees maximum ROI by adapting to live feedback from the market.

5. Enhanced User Experience Through Visual Search

Avery's Vision: Imagining a more intuitive shopping experience, Avery sees the integration of SGE

in enabling users to upload photos of their spaces to receive furniture recommendations that

match the aesthetic. This visual search capability simplifies the decision-making process by

aligning product suggestions with the user's personal style.

Implementation Strategy: Avery encourages the adoption of AI-powered visual search

technologies to provide users with product recommendations based on image analysis. This

strategy not only enhances user satisfaction but also streamlines the shopping process, making

it more engaging and efficient.

Erik Avery's foresight into the application of SGE in digital marketing outlines a future where AI-

driven personalization, predictive analysis, and real-time optimization become standard

practices. By embracing these technologies, Avery believes businesses can achieve deeper

connections with their customers, drive higher engagement, and secure a competitive edge in

the rapidly evolving digital landscape.
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